Based on weibull distribution model parameters of maximum likelihood estimation process trival, is obtained by using the Newton method and adopting the particle swarm optimization algorithm is easy to fall into premature and program variables is more complicated problems in the implementation, put optimization algorithm is introduced into maximum likelihood method, and to improve the conventional fruit flies algorithm is introduced into step length factor, put forward the optimization algorithm based on improved fruit flies weibull distribution parameters estimation method, and compared with Newton's method and were compared with normal flies algorithm of particle swarm optimization (pso), the feasibility and effectiveness of the method is verified by examples.
Introduction
Weibull distribution model is one of the reliability model, has been used in engineering reliability analysis, mechanical equipment failure life data analysis and survival analysis of medicine in many fields, such as different levels of applications [1] are obtained. This paper introduced optimization theory, improve flies to join step factor in the process of weibull distribution parameter estimation, the first to establish the likelihood function of weibull distribution, and then flies optimization algorithm is adopted to define the function extreme value to determine the estimate of parameters [2] , and with the Newton method and particle swarm optimization (pso) algorithm and conventional flies algorithm simulated the comparative analysis, the method is proven to be overcome in the process of weibull distribution parameter estimation earliness and convergence speed advantages [3] [4].
Weibull distribution parameters of maximum likelihood estimate
The two parameter weibull distribution density function and cumulative distribution functions are:
（2）
Assuming overall obeys two parameter weibull distribution, the probability density function is:
（3） Set toT1,T2,…,Tn separate n from the overall sample, sample observation value is t1,t2,…,tn, the t1,t2,…,tn, likelihood function is: β η values, as the estimate of(β,η) the type (4) the exponential, are:
Therefore, parameters of ( , ) β η maximum likelihood estimation problem into the problem of the ( , ) l β η maximum, the partial derivatives ( , ) l β η , and establish a system of equations [5] :
For the equations using the Newton iteration method to solve, estimates ˆ( , ) β η can be obtained.
Weibull distribution based on the theory of the fruit flies to optimize parameters of maximum likelihood estimate
Fruit Fly Optimization Algorithm is a kind of simulation fruit flies group foraging behavior by the sense of smell and vision of global optimization method. First randomly initialize the flies group position, in the process of iteration, giving fruit flies and calculate the individual random flight direction and distance taste concentration Determine concentration value S and taste Smell=function(S) One S function is taste concentration decision function for drosophila individual position, the reciprocal of the distance to the origin, and the optimal solution by comparing group and retain the best global optimal solution concentration and its location, until the maximum number of iterations.
Due to the system of equations (6) is a set of transcendental equations, the solving process is relatively complex, so will fly optimization algorithm of weibull distribution parameters of maximum likelihood estimation, Select two parameters weibull distribution of negative logarithmic likelihood function ( , ) l β η − as the taste of fruit flies optimization algorithm concentration decision function directly to find the minimum value, and the overall method process is as follows:
(1) The initialization flies group number sizepop, the number of iterations maxgen and the initial position: _
Give fruit flies the individual random flight direction and distance: _
（8）
Which rand is between the random number between[-1,1], on behalf of individual random flight direction and distance.
(3) Calculate all individual flies the current position and to determine the distance Dist between the origin, taste concentration value S and taste concentration Smell:
The corresponding flies to the groups minimum density and taste of the individual position:
Retain the best taste density and individual location, location update flies groups:
Fruit flies iterative optimization. Repeat steps (2) - (4), and to determine whether a taste concentration is less than the previous iteration flavor concentration, if is executed (5) .
To overcome the problem of slow convergence speed, improve the convergence of fruit flies, on the basis of the formula (8) add step length factor to improve fruit flies algorithm, formula is as follows:
axis h rand Y Y axis h rand
 = +   = +  
（12）
For the 0＜h k ≤1 step length factor, specific as follows: 
Case analysis
A type in literature [6] is adopted to the fault of diesel engine cylinder liner range sample data to parameter estimation as the experimental data, the order of the sample data statistics as shown in table 1,.Respectively using Newton method and particle swarm optimization (pso) algorithm, algorithm for conventional fruit flies and flies algorithm of two parameter weibull distribution parameter estimation, and the experimental results are compared. Table 1 Sample data min( ( , )) f lβ η = − will serve as the objective function Application of particle swarm optimization (pso) algorithm, take learning factor c 1 =c 2 =2.0,The largest number of iterations maxgen=500,Population size sizepop=30,Inertia coefficient ω ,using the type (14) update: figure 1 shows the searching process is iterative algorithm, the final result of Table 2 Particle swarm optimization (pso) algorithm and Fruit flies iteration of the algorithm Figure 1 Sample data fitting result contrast As can be seen from table 2, the improvement of fruit flies algorithm can more accurately find the minimum value and calculation time consuming is better than that of particle swarm algorithm; Can be seen from figure 1, fruit flies algorithm with faster convergence speed and convergence, the smaller the number of iterations at the same time flies algorithm in the process of program implementation required variable is less than the particle swarm algorithm, reduce the difficulty in application.
Conclusion
This article in the drosophila optimization algorithm was improved, join step factor is applied to the two parameter weibull distribution parameters of maximum likelihood estimation and simulation verification. Based on the sample data, using particle swarm optimization (pso), conventional flies algorithm and improvement of fruit flies, the two parameters weibull distribution parameters are estimated and the results of comparative analysis. Experimental results show that the improved flies optimization algorithm in two parameter weibull distribution parameters of maximum likelihood estimation of overcome the premature problem of conventional flies algorithm, convergence rate is better than fruit flies algorithm at the same time, with high precision, low computing time consuming and the advantage of fast convergence speed.
